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About This Content

Roam the oceans and sail into famous ports worldwide with the Fishing Trawler vessel "Sigita" and take on no less than six
specially created bonus missions for this vessel, adding to the simulation fun.

Includes 6 New scenarios:

Business as (un)Usual: Take the Sigita to respond to a distress call from a nearby yacht in trouble.
Changing Fishing Grounds: Gather your crew and sail the Sigita to new fishing areas.
A Hot Day: The Sigita runs into trouble during one of her fishing trips. Make sure you evacuate and then take control of
the coast guard as you try to find crew in distress and put out the fire on board the fishing trawler.
First Fishing: During one of its voyages, the Sigita trawler is called upon to use all its horsepower and navigational
skills to tow a colleague back to a nearby oil rig.
Meet and Greet: Sail and manage several vessels at the same time as you try to berth them in a busy harbour.
Unexpected Operation: Deliver spare parts for the Sigita's damaged sister ship and help the repairs in the midst of a
very heavy storm.
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+Dragons
+Modern weapons
+Really nice if you find some peaople to play with
+Good graphics
-Should be in early access
-Not so much content
-May be buggy some times
-The way it introduces you to game modes and game overall.

Yet still you will have to try it yourself and test it as I'm not you and you might have better or worse experience.. there is
something magical about this survival game...

music, atmoshpere, old school feel, all is in here...

I would call this a fast survival as you need to drink sleep and eat food very often, yes a fast survival.

I wish the dev good luck and fully support, kudos ). Typical Dovetail daylight robbery. Shocking lack of thought and attention to
detail.

The real gripes:

- They haven't bothered to model the Gatwick Express platforms at Victoria. You use the same ones as the Brighton line.
- Sounds like a blender with a potato in it.
- The carefully modeled bird turd on the window (honestly, how did that make it through product review and testing as a 'good
idea'.
- The included scenarios are rather lacking in thought.
. One of the best rhythm games on Steam!
If you like rhythm games go and buy it right now.
Sadly a lot of people never heard of this game, and I found it accidentally on a news post on moddb.

Quality is solid, has a great ingame latency adjustment and feedback.
Great original music!

Cool interesting story as well, but if you don't care about that you can just do free-play.

Gameplay is a mix of rhythm and "racing", the rhythm gameplay is like Beatmania\/DJMAX and Sound Voltex.

Overall great game and needs more exposure for sure!. This game revolusionizes the genre of "awful games" Its so bad you cant
even laugh at it. I would rather spend the day licking my fat grandmas toes as a robot shoves its rusty fingers up my
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 than play this sorry excuse for a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
game. Not worth two bucks. I give props to the people that put this together in 24 hours or whatever at Ludum Dare, but I have
buyers remorse.

. Kingdoms is fundamentally flawed - it is more efficient for established players to 'conquer' new players, and take their
village(s) after allowing the new players to develop the village for them. As a new player you will lose your village to an
unstoppable force from an established player every 3 to 4 weeks of playing. Any premium tokens or card packs that you bought
to help develop your village only benefit the conquering player as you must start a new village over. Rinse and repeat.

I would suggest to anybody considering Stronghold Kingdoms to steer clear and instead pick up the original 2001 Stronghold
game during a sale, which is by far the best of the bunch from this franchise. Alternatively, have a look for other, more popular
real-time building MMOs -there are many to choose from, without the same lose-everything-you-paid-for-to-an-established-
player design that Stronghold Kingdoms has.
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dreadfull handling cars all have terminal understeer. Mindcubes does exactly what it says on the tin - if you've seen the promo
video, that's exactly the game. Quite enjoyable puzzler, most (if not quite all) levels rely on thinking the puzzle through rather
than lightning fast reflexes on the controls, though many require a delicate touch to land just right. Music is kinda funky, and
the animation when you mess up and die is quite satisfying.

A few things I found annoying - there's no ability to change the controls, it's WASDQE with space to jump, and I found myself
really wishing that side to side movement was controlled with arrows instead. That might be just me, but I found it an entirely
left-hand dominant game. I also found the menu's had a bit of a delay after you click on items, just long enough that you aren't
sure if you actually clicked or not so you go to click again and then suddenly you're somewhere else entirely. Little things, but
there you have it. It's fair to say it's early days so these may be things the devs tidy up later on, or they may be things that only
bug me and no one else.

I haven't played with the level creator yet, but it seems cool - a good idea to expand a game that is already pretty lengthy for
such a simple puzzler (over 100 levels, that'll take you a while).. Amazing game, perfect for all the Might pirates (tm) out there!.
This is so bad that it is hardly playable. How can you make something so basic in graphics and it still won't run smoothly on a
gaming laptop. Adding insult to injury is the appalling narration. Good high school project, not worthy of a paid game.
. Well, I never thought that playing RPG Maker games could be so fun and attractive, I liked the story, the characters,
everything. I just wish this story to be continued, well there are some bugs but anyway, you should try it! Often these kind of
games are made just for the money, but here you can find a piece of heart too..Thank you a lot for this game, for it's humour
and fun!. Kept all the parts of Delta Force that didn't age well. It's $2.00, and you get what you pay for in this game.
Unresponsive AI, no selective body damage (headshots, bodyshots, etc all do the same damage), general dry, empty, boring
feeling from this game.. It's a great nostalgia-kick and a solid game. It's not very hard to learn, and with all the mythological
creatures, powers and heroes, the final battles in a match are always a lot of fun to watch.. perhaps arma's best feature
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